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INTRODUCTION

1. This is an action to recover damages and civil penalties from ATK Launch

Systems, Inc., for making false statements and false claims regarding the qualification of

illuminating flares purportedly manufactured in accordance with applicable contractual

requirements and sold to the United States and to foreign governments through contracts with the

United States pursuant to the Foreign Military Sales (“FMS”) program of the Arms Control

Export Act (P.L. 90-269). The United States seeks recovery under the False Claims Act, 31

U.S.C. § 3729, et seq., as amended, Pub. L. 99-562, 100 Stat. 3153 (1986).  Alternatively, this

action seeks damages for payment by mistake, unjust enrichment, and breach of contract. 

2. The United States alleges that ATK Launch Systems, Inc., disregarded credible

information that an igniter for military illuminating flares was defective and could cause a fire or

explosion in the event of a significant impact (i.e., dropped), when delivering those flares to

United States’ military forces.  ATK Launch Systems, Inc., delivered the flares with the defective

igniter to the United States until the Government itself performed testing leading to the discovery

of the problem, ordered all work stopped on existing contracts, and refused to take any further

deliveries of completed flares.  

PARTIES

3. Plaintiff is the United States of America. 

4. ATK Launch Systems, Inc., (“ATK”) is a Delaware corporation headquartered in

Brigham City, Utah.  ATK is a wholly owned subsidiary of Alliant Techsystems, Inc., and

operates under its Launch Systems Group.  Alliant Techsystems, Inc., headquartered in Edina,

Minnesota, is also a Delaware corporation.
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5. ATK specializes in manufacturing aerospace related products, including rocket

motors, advanced reactive material and warhead technology, and advanced flares and decoys.  

6. ATK, founded as Thiokol Chemical Company in 1926, came to its present state of

existence beginning from 1982, when it merged with Morton-Norwich, forming Morton Thiokol,

Inc.  In 1989, Morton Thiokol, Inc. split and its propulsion systems division became Thiokol, Inc. 

In 1998, Thiokol, Inc. changed its name to Cordant Technologies, Inc.  In 2000, Alcoa, Inc.

acquired Cordant Technologies, Inc. and merged it with two divisions of Alcoa, forming Alcoa

Industrial Components Group.  In April 2001, ATK Aerospace Company, Inc. (subsequently

Alliant Techsystems, Inc.) acquired the Thiokol Propulsion component of Alcoa Industrial

Components Group and renamed it ATK Thiokol Propulsion, Inc.  In 2006, Alliant Techsystems,

Inc. changed ATK Thiokol, Inc.’s name to ATK Launch Systems, Inc. 

7. Kendall Dye (“Relator”) is a resident of Utah.  Relator was employed by ATK

from 1984 to 2006, in the ATK Promontory, Utah facility.  From 1998 to 2005 he served as the

LUU Flare Quality Manager, and then from 2005 to 2006 he was LUU Flare Program Manager.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

8. This action arises under the False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. § 3729, et seq., and the

common law.

9. Jurisdiction over this action is conferred upon this Court by 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a)

and 28 U.S.C. § 1345.

10. Venue is proper in this District under 31 U.S.C. § 3732(a) and 28 U.S.C. §§

1391(b) and (c), because ATK can be found in, and is transacting business in the District of Utah,

and because ATK committed acts within this District that violated 31 U.S.C. § 3729.
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The flare nomenclature is derived pursuant to MIL-HDBK-1812 (formerly MIL-1

STD-1812) (Assignment and Method for Obtaining Type Designation): “LU” means the item is
an illumination unit, “U” means the item is designated a unit type, “-1, -2, . . .-19" is the model
number sequentially assigned to each unique item design, “A, B, C, D, etc.”reflects a significant
enough modification to warrant a revision of the item nomenclature, and “/B” means that the
item is used on aerospace vehicles and that it is mission expendable.  The LUU-19/B has also
been referred to simply as the “LUU-19.”
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FACTS

The United States Use Of Military Flares

11. Since the beginning of warfare, the ability to have superior battlefield control has

provided a critical advantage in determining the outcome of conflict.  Light is one such factor

which, in nighttime operations, has an obvious military advantage.  Light is needed to identify

terrain, friendly assets, and enemy targets.  Light is also used in certain nighttime covert and

search and rescue operations.

12. Illumination flares are one such source of light producing battlefield advantage

currently in the United States’ military arsenal.  They can be deployed from aircraft, artillery,

mortar, and even from hand-held devices.  

13. The two models of illuminating flares at issue in this action are known by the

LUU-2/B and LUU-19/B nomenclature .  The LUU-2 and LUU-19 series flares are designed1

essentially the same, comprising a 4.875 inch x 36 inch aluminum tube within which there is a

cable and parachute, an illuminate, and, at opposing ends, a timer and an igniter.  The flares are

deployed from aircraft and, at the appropriate altitude, the timer causes the parachute to eject. 

The inflating parachute causes a strong initial pull on the cable, which then pulls a mechanism

within the igniter, ultimately igniting the illuminate.  

14. The LUU-2/B visible light flare was initially certified for operational use on
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August 5, 1968 and was used extensively in the Vietnam conflict.  The LUU-2/B (National Stock

Number (“NSN”) 1370-00-351-0222) was upgraded to include a timer with more settings,

prompting the change in the nomenclature to the LUU-2A/B (NSN 1370-01-292-8411).  A safer

igniter and additional timer upgrades prompted the second nomenclature change to the LUU-

2B/B (NSN 1370-01-083-0323).  A second igniter change prompted changing the nomenclature a

third time to the LUU-2C/B (NSN 1370-01-483-2406).  The LUU-19/B is a variant of the LUU-

2/B that produces near infrared (“NIR”) light so that only those with night-vision equipment,

such as goggles and scopes, benefit from it.  The LUU-19/B (NSN 1370-01-436-7029) flare was

first certified for use on July 11, 1996, and was later modified with a new igniter warranting a

change in nomenclature to the LUU-19A/B (NSN 1370-01-481-7437).  Hereinafter the model

LUU-2 and LUU-19 flares will be collectively referred to as the LUU series flares (excluding all

others, e.g. LUU-1, LUU-4, LUU-5, etc . . .).  

LUU-2 and LUU-19 Flare Specifications

15. ATK’s contracts with its LUU-2 and LUU-19 flare customers incorporate by

reference the flares’ NSN, nomenclature, manufacturer part number, and/or specification number

which are contract requirements (discussed more fully below). 

16. The applicable specification for the LUU-19 series flare is ATK Specification

TS10285 and for the LUU-2 series flare is Government Specification 778695 (also known as

SP778695).  Changes and annotations to the specifications are indicated by a revision letter

following the specification name.  Hereinafter, reference to these two specifications will be made

without distinguishing between revisions where the provisions cited have not changed during the

times relevant to this action.
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See e.g., MIL-STD-961D, ¶ 5.3.3.1, (March 21, 1995) (“Requirements.  Section 32

of the specification shall state the necessary requirements for obtaining the product for which the
specification is prepared.”)  ; MIL-STD-961E, ¶ 5.8 (August 1, 2003) (“Requirements. This
section shall define the requirements that the entity must meet to be acceptable.”).  
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17. In accordance with MIL-STD-961 (for example, Rev. C: “Preparation of Military

Specifications and Associated Documents”), the two specifications are laid out in the same six

section specification outline format consisting of (1) Scope, (2) Applicable Documents, (3)

Requirements, (4) Quality Assurance Provisions, (5) Packaging/Preparation, and (6) Notes.   

18. Section 3 of the specification states that “[r]equirements, shall represent the actual

essential needs of the Government.”   The Government’s actual essential needs for the LUU-22

and LUU-19 flares are listed in the detailed Section Requirements that are entitled (1)

Performance, (2) Physical, (3) Reliability, (4) Environment, and (5) Workmanship.  Section 4 of

the specifications detail the Quality Assurance Provisions for (1) Responsibility for Tests and

Inspections, (2) Quality Conformance Inspections, and (3) Test Methods. 

19. The Test Methods part of the flares specifications’ Section 4, Quality Assurance

Provisions, provides the means to verify conformance with the Requirements of Section 3.  

Successfully completing the tests detailed in Section 4 is verification that the flare design

conforms to the Requirements of Section 3.

20. The absence, or waiver, of a contractual requirement to conduct manufacturer

production capability testing, such as testing consistent with the “First Article Sampling Plan”

found in the Quality Conformance Inspection part of Section 4, does not, by itself, relieve an

LUU series flare supplier of the obligation to provide a flare that is designed in conformance with

all of the specification’s Section 3 Requirements under the headings of (1) Performance, (2)
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Physical, (3) Reliability, (4) Environment, and (5) Workmanship.  Section 4 includes, among

other things, testing for a Section 3 “ten foot drop test” design requirement.

The “Ten Foot Drop Test” Design Requirement

21. The Environment part of the flares specifications’ Section 3, Requirements,

requires that the flare be designed so as to withstand a “ten foot drop test” without burning or

exploding.  This provision is included as a requirement for the flare’s design because of the

potential of impact during shipping, handling, or use in combat operations that pose a significant

health and safety threat to military personnel and equipment.

22. LUU-19 specification Section 3 (with the LUU-2 specification language being

sufficiently similar,  See Exhibit .) requires that the flare be designed to be able to pass the “ten

foot drop test” as laid out in Section 4, specifically:

a. Specification TS10285, ¶ 3.2.4.2, provides: “Ten foot drop test.  An unprotected
flare shall not burn or explode and shall be safe to handle and dispose of
following the ten foot drop test of paragraph 4.3.2.”.

b. Specification TS10285, ¶ 4.3.2, provides: “Ten foot drop test.  The nine (9) flare
assemblies selected in accordance with Table II shall be subjected to drop tests to
verify compliance with the requirements specified in 3.2.4.2.  The drops shall be
free-fall (not constrained to maintain a specific attitude) from a minimum of 10
feet to a smooth, rigid, horizontal surface, such as concrete or armor plate.  Three
flares shall be dropped in each of three different initial orientations; 45E angle-
parachute end down, 45E angle-parachute end up, and the length of the flare
horizontal to the ground.  Defective are flares which do not meet the requirements
of paragraph 3.2.4.2.”

c. Specification TS10285, Table II, provides, in part, that failure of one out of nine
flares test dropped pursuant to the ¶ 4.3.2 indicates an overall failure of the test
and of the flare design.

23. By ¶ 4.3.2 requiring that the flare shall not be “constrained to maintain a specific

attitude” during drop testing, the specification intends to ensure that the flare is designed so that
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LAT involves testing a sample of approximately 32 flares for only certain of the3

Section 3 requirements found in the LUU-2 and LUU-19 flare specifications (no  temperature
and humidity testing (¶ 3.2.4.1), ten foot drop testing (¶ 3.2.4.2), or vibration testing (¶ 3.2.4.3),
is required).  
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no failure will occur from dropping the flare in any degree increment - i.e., from any angle.  In

other words, the LUU flare supplier may not seek to position the flare in a favorable rotation

attitude to increase the likelihood of passing the “ten foot drop test.”

24. Design conformance with the LUU-19 specification “ten foot drop test”

requirement, (¶ 3.2.4.2), is as much a Section 3 Requirement as is the ability to withstand the

Environment Requirements relating to temperature and humidity (¶ 3.2.4.1), vibration (¶ 3.2.4.3),

and leakage (imperviousness to moisture) (¶ 3.2.4.4).  

The Need for Greater Igniter Performance Reliability

25. In approximately 1996, the United States expressed dissatisfaction with ATK’s

87% flare success rate during ATK’s performance of the flare specification’s Section 4 “Lot

Acceptance Testing” (LAT).   The United States advised ATK that it would not accept any3

additional lots of LUU-19/B flares until the flare ignition success rate was demonstrably

improved.  

26. Flare reliability had become such a concern that ATK was informed that at least

one customer would issue multiple flares when mission requirements called for only one, to

increase the chances of having at least one flare that would function propertly.

DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF THE STUDENT-DESIGNED IGNITER

27. ATK addressed the igniter’s reliability concerns by using its own discretionary

funds to sponsor a cooperative educational project with three Utah State University (USU)
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undergraduate students to develop an ATK proprietary redesigned LUU igniter.  

28. During the October 1997 to May 1998 academic year, the USU undergraduate

students researched and tested various design options.  During a March 10, 1998 Critical Design

Review, the students and their faculty advisor went over their class project (1) objectives (e.g.,

formulate and analyze design, build and test prototypes), (2) requirements (e.g., size, fit,

maximum unit cost, vibration, “10 foot drop test”), (3) thought flow for testing (e.g., designed

and built test fixture, tried to determine parachute shock loads, tested igniters), and (4) plans for

completion.  The students reported to ATK in their critical design review that they tried to

determine shock loads with available parachute information and concluded that it was

insufficient to provide accurate results, so they then determined the cable breaking force and used

that measure instead. The students analyzed the results of 15 ATK provided igniters tested on

their rig.  Their plans for completion included building a scale igniter prototype of their design

and 50 igniters for testing.  

29.  The students ultimately produced their design selection and a report of their

efforts to ATK.  Their May 22, 1998 report again outlined the various criteria detailed in their

March 10, 1998 Critical Design Review, to which their design would need to be made, including

the requirement for the flare with the igniter installed to be able to survive a “ten foot drop test”

without burning or exploding.  The students, however, were not provided flares with which to

perform the “ten foot drop test” on their igniter design and so they were unable to perform any

such test.  

30. The student-designed igniter works through a chain of events that begins with the

timer causing the parachute to deploy.  A lanyard, or cable is attached to the parachute and to a
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slider mechanism within the igniter.  Prior to use, the slide mechanism is retained in a safe, or

no-fire, position by a frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge.  Once the parachute is deployed,

the attached parachute cable pulls the slider mechanism with sufficient force to break the

frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge.  When the frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge is

broken, the slider mechanism is free to move into the armed, or fire, position, which it does

through the continued pull of the cable.  Once in the fire position a spring-loaded arm with a

striker point rotates and impacts a primer.  Being in the fire position also allows the heat from the

primer detonation to pass through a small window opening in the side of the slider mechanism

which leads to, and ignites a collection of BKN0  (hereinafter “boron”) pellets.  The boron3

pellets burn with enough heat intensity to light the flare’s illuminate.  The student-designed

igniter was designed so that ignition of the primer with the slider mechanism in the no-fire

position would not result in ignition of the boron pellets or the flare illuminate.  

31. The three students submitted provisional patent application number 60/145,129 on

July 22, 1999 to the United States Patent and Trade Mark Office.  On July 19, 2000, the three

students jointly filed application number 09/619,311for, and then on July 2, 2002 obtained,

patent number 6,412,417, for the student-designed igniter, developed during their senior design

project.  The students assigned patent number 6,412,417 to Alliant Techsystems, Inc., ATK’s

parent.  

32. ATK had initially declined to share the student-designed igniter engineering data

with the United States.  

33. ATK incorporated the student-designed igniter into the LUU-2B/B and LUU-19/B

flare configurations, and in 1999 committed to installing it in flares in a pending order to be
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delivered to Canada by May 31, 2000.  

34. ATK initially designated the student-designed igniter ATK part number

TD102701.  Subsequently the igniter was designated part number TD102701-01, and ultimately

ATK assigned part number TD102703 for the production igniter with subsequent configuration

change designations made by adding a sequential suffix (e.g., TD102703-01, TD102703-02,

TD102703-03, etc . . .).   Hereinafter the igniter part numbers referred to within this paragraph

shall collectively be referred to as the “student-designed igniter,” regardless of sequential suffix,

where the configuration change is not material to this action.  

Testing the Student-Designed Igniter’s Performance Reliability

35. In order to demonstrate that the student-designed igniter would improve

performance reliability of the LUU-2B/B and LUU-19/B flares and make the them again

acceptable to the Government, ATK and the Government arranged for performance reliability

demonstration testing at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida (“Eglin AFB”).  

36. On September 30, 1999, following ATK’s response to Air Force Request For

Proposal number F42630-99-R-20495-0002, the Air Force awarded ATK contract number

F42630-99-C-0287 for the delivery of 100 LUU-19/B flares designated for performance testing

with the student-designed igniter, through Contract Line Item (CLIN) 0001AA and CLIN

0001AB.  

37. Prior to testing the flares with the student-designed igniter at Eglin AFB, however,

ATK needed to obtain approval of the Air Force pursuant to the Non-Nuclear Munitions Safety

Board (“NNMSB”) to use the uncertified munitions because they would be launched from

Government aircraft during the testing.  The Air Force first asked ATK to demonstrate that the
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flare design was compliant with NNMSB Safe and Arm (S&A) standards, specifically, that the

new S&A device (the igniter) would successfully pass a “no-fire” (or safe) position safety test

pursuant to MIL-STD-331, Test D1.  

38.  MIL-STD-331B, Test D1, is designed to simulate inadvertent initiation of the

fuse primary explosives when the ignition device is in a no-fire position and to further then

ensure that explosive components beyond the explosive train interrupter do not initiate into a

hazardous release.  In the case of the student-designed igniter, this means that ignition of the

primer, when the slider mechanism is in the no-fire position, will not result in ignition of the

boron pellets or the illuminate.  

39. To facilitate the MIL-STD-331B Test D1 testing, on or about May 12, 2000, ATK

issued internal work order number 9M1FG to authorize development funding to “ . . . perform

ignition testing on 15 TD102703 igniters[,] to take digital pictures of test set up and after each

unit is tested[, and] to write test report . . .”  

40. On or about May 15, 2000, Robert Elder, ATK LUU Program Manager, sent an e-

mail to Ray W. Beus, Team Leader / Research and Development Supervisor, ATK Energetic

Materials Process Development, transmitting authorization to test the student-designed igniter.  

41. Modification P00001 to contract number F42630-99-C-0287, dated May 18, 2000,

clarified that the 100 LUU-19/B flares delivered under CLIN 0001AA and CLIN 0001AB were

to be manufactured with the student-designed igniter, then identified as ATK part number TD

102701-01, rather than the prior model igniter then called out in specification TS10285. 

Modification P00001 also reduced the number of LUU-19/B flares to be subsequently delivered

to the United States under CLIN 0001AC from 3,048 to 3,036 to allow for reallocation of
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student-designed igniters for the NNMSB required testing.  

42. On May 18th, 22nd, and 25th, 2000, Mr. Beus and ATK Hazard Testing personnel

tested the student-designed igniter pursuant to MIL-STD-331B Test D1, and wrote a report of the

results (hereinafter, the “Beus Report”).  

43. On May 26, 2000, Mr. Beus e-mailed his report to Program Manager Elder,

copied his supervisor, Michael R. Harper, Manager, ATK Research and Development, and John

Holland, Senior Principle Engineer / Scientist, ATK Engineering Systems and Integration.  Mr.

Beus reported that the student-designed igniter was acceptable under the criteria set out in MIL-

STD-331B Test D1.  

44. On June 5, 2000, Program Manager Elder e-mailed the written portion of the Beus

Report to Andrew J. Schirack, USAF Program Engineer, without any additional comments.  

45. Beginning on June 27, 2000, approximately 100 LUU-19/B flares with the

student-designed igniter, procured through contract F42630-99-C-0287, CLIN 0001AA and

CLIN 0001AB, were deployed at Eglin AFB test range C-52 in five sorties from A-10/177 and

NC-130A aircraft, and assessed for igniter performance reliability.   On July 7, 2000, Program

Manager Elder e-mailed Air Force representatives, and copied among others, John Holland, ATK

Design Engineering, to report on the status after testing thus far.  Ultimately, by the completion

of testing on July 28, 2000, the student-designed igniter resulted in an acceptable 97 percent

ignition rate.  

46. On or about December 7, 2000, ATK submitted Engineering Change Proposal

(“ECP”) number LUUTFY00022, on Army contract number DAAA09-00-C-0083, seeking to

incorporate the student-designed ignitor into the LUU-2B/B flare design configuration.   
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47. The student-designed igniter was subsequently incorporated into the LUU-2B/B

and LUU-19/B flare configurations as ATK part number TD102703-01.  

48. The United States requested that the flares’ igniter change be noted through a

configuration change in the flares’ nomenclature and NSN.  On or about May 31, 2002, ATK

submitted ECP LUUTFY0230, on Army contract number DAAA09-00-C-0083 to, among other

things, “Reflect new item nomenclature,  LUU-2B/B [NSN 1370-01-083-0323] to LUU-2C/B

[NSN 1370-01-483-2406].”  The LUU-19/B, NSN 1370-01-436-7029 likewise became the LUU-

19A/B, NSN 1370-01-481-7437.  

WHAT ATK KNEW

The Safety Defect With The Student-Designed Igniter

49. In his May 26, 2000 e-mail to Program Manager Elder, conveying the results of

the MIL-STD-331B Test D1, testing, Mr. Beus stated, in part:

Speaking of hazards, the impetus to do these tests were from my
point of view bordering on a waste of time, since I cannot
comprehend how the primary ignition could ever occur as the

customer suggests.  To counter this, I would strongly suggest a

more realistic scenario which might present a significant
hazard to equipment/personnel: If the flare assembly
receives a significant impact (i.e., dropped) I can foresee the
inertia of the slider mechanism breaking the piece of
polycorbonate that retains the ignition train in the no-fire
position, resulting in complete ignition of the flare.  Based on

this scenario, I would recommend a few tests be performed to
validate a drop height in determining a safe design (MIL-STD-
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MIL-STD-331B, modified test A3 provides, in part, “Purpose.  This is a4

laboratory or field safety test simulating loading or unloading ammunition on ships.  The fuze or
fuzed munitions must withstand a 12 m (40 ft) free fall.”  

MIL-STD-331B, modified test A4.1 provides, in part, “Purpose.  This is a5

laboratory and reliability handling and tactical conditions.  Each unpackaged fuze or fuzed
munitions must be able to withstand the required number of 1.5 m (5 ft) drops onto a steel plate.” 
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331B, modified test A3[ ] & A4.1[ ]).  The drop would need to4 5

assure “specific orientation” so impact attitude is controlled.  I am
certain that Design Engineering has performed this calculation but
I am not certain the test has been performed to validate such

calculations.  You can relax, rest assured I did not include

this comment/recommendation in the memo although I
would like to have. (emphasis added) (Hereinafter, “The Beus E-
Mail”).

50. Program Manager Elder and ATK ignored the safety concern of the “significant

hazard to equipment/personnel” in the May 26, 2000 e-mail Mr. Beus sent to him, Mr. Harper,

and Mr. Holland.

51. ATK did not perform a “10 foot drop test” on flares with the student-designed

igniter configured as those delivered to Eglin AFB on which the Air Force conducted design

performance reliability testing between June 27, 2000 and July 28, 2000.  ATK did not perform

the tests Mr. Beus recommended in his May 26, 2000 e-mail.  ATK Design Engineering did not

perform a calculation of the fully configured flare safe drop height.  None of these measures was

taken until after the United States itself discovered the student-designed igniter safety defect

more than 5 years later in 2005.

Efforts to Suppress The Foreseen Safety Defect

52. Program Manager Elder and ATK disregarded credible information critical to

ensuring that the LUU flares with the student-designed igniter conformed to the specification’s
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The LUU-2B/B flares ATK delivered to Canada were made in accordance with6

ATK specification TWR-T50741 (subsequently specification TS10376), ATK part number
IT13659, NSN 1370-01-331-3485.  These flares were designed to burn for 5 minutes at a slightly
lower light intensity rather than the 4 minutes flares ATK sold to the United States.  Both
incorporated the same student-designed igniter and have the same “ten foot drop test”
requirement.  The 5 minute flare with the student-designed igniter and the new LUU-2C/B
configuration has the 1370-01-083-0323 NSN.
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Environment part of the Section 3 Requirements incorporated into the contracts.  ATK’s conduct

effectively served to avoid testing that, if conducted in the manner as was done with the prior

igniter design (before the student-designed igniter), would have uncovered the design flaw that

was eventually uncovered in the student-designed igniter.  

53. ATK misled Army contracting representatives in negotiating contract number 

DAAA09-00-C-0083 in order to get the Army to waive a First Article Test requirement.  ATK

did this by citing as evidence of the flare design suitability the May 18, 2000 LAT results for the

recently delivered 5,000 LUU-2B/B  flares with the student-designed igniter, to Canada under6

contract number W8484-7-WA29/001/BK.  However, the Canadians were not aware that the

student-designed igniter had been incorporated into their LUU-2B/B flares or that Reliability

testing of them with the United States Air Force had not yet occurred as of the time they were

delivered.  When the Canadians subsequently became aware of the igniter change, following the

LUU-2B/B flare nomenclature redesignation to the LUU-2C/B, they questioned ATK about what

qualification testing had been conducted.  Program Manager Elder essentially told the Canadians

that the new ignitor was now the United States’ standard and that they could not release the Air

Force test results.  He further stated, however, that “The US Air Force conducted the acceptance

testing to their protocols.”  Program Manager Elder did not tell the Canadians in this message

that the Air Force testing was limited to performance Reliability and did not include design
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validation of all of the Section 3 Requirements.

54. Upon information and belief, throughout its communications with the Army

relating to contract number  DAAA09-00-C-0083 and the Canadians relating to contract number

W8484-7-WA29/001/BK, ATK failed to disclose ATK’s Hazard Testing Team Leader’s

concerns about the realistic scenario of a significant hazard to equipment and personnel.  ATK

additionally did not advise its customers from Columbia, Italy, Brazil, Uruguay, Venezuela,

Denmark, Malaysia, and Spain that the flares delivered to them, some under funds provided for

through ATK contracts with the United States, were built with the student-designed igniter and

of the ATK’s Hazard Testing Team Leader’s concerns.  

55. Notwithstanding Mr. Beus’ safety concerns, ATK repeatedly lulled customers and

potential customers into believing that the LUU-2C/B flare design was fully compliant with the

flare specifications.  ATK’ s LUU-2C/B promotional literature, a product data sheet, used by

ATK from approximately 2001 until as recently as November 2007, falsely states that the

“LUU2-C/B is accepted by the U.S. Navy for use on carrier-based aircraft [, . . .] is nondetonable

and extremely shock resistant [, and] ignition can only be achieved by removing the timer,

pulling out the parachute, and applying a 27-kg (60lb) pull on the ignition lanyard attached to the

parachute cable.”  

56. On February 13, 2002, ATK Contract Specialist Thomas M. Aldredge, e-mailed

an official from the Greek Government stating “[t]he LUU 2 C/B is the current item we are now

producing for the U.S. Government.  The difference between a LUU 2 B/B and LUU 2 C/B is the

2C/B has an improved igniter.  Everything else is the same.”  What Mr. Aldredge withheld from

the official from Greece is that another vital difference between the two flares is that the LUU-
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2C/B will possibly ignite when dropped.  Mr. Aldredge also did not advise the officials from

Greece that flares with the “improved” igniter had not yet been drop tested from ten feet to

validate compliance with the flare’s specification’s “ten foot drop test” Section 3 design

Requirement.

57. On or about June 11, 2002, Program Manager Elder stated, in part, to Salvador 

Sanchis, DM Aircraft Services, Inc., ATK’s sole distributor for LUU flares in Spain and certain

other countries, that “[t]he new igniter was tested extensively at Eglin AFB and determined to be

extremely reliable while maintaining its safety characteristics. [. . .] Therefore, the LUU-2C/B is

the standard US flare.  By the end of 2002, over 20,000 flares will have been delivered with the

new igniter.”  Program Manager Elder did not tell ATK’s exclusive distributor that no safety

testing of the new igniter ever occurred (other than the MIL-STD-331B Test D1, inadvertent

primary ignition testing) or of the safety concerns raised in the Beus e-mail.

58. In or about October 2003, a modification to the student-designed igniter caused

ATK conduct an abbreviated First Article Test (“FAT”) of the flares.  The abbreviated FAT test

plan, while including a 10 foot drop test of a single flare, required by written direction that the

“[o]rientation of the flare at release shall be vertical with the igniter end down.”  This positioning

does not comply with the design validation testing laid out in Section 4 of the LUU-2 and LUU-

19 flare specifications, and the results, therefore, do not validate the Section 3 “10 foot drop test”

design requirement.  Had an appropriate “ten foot drop test” been conducted it would have

uncovered the design flaw.  

59. ATK also misled its customers, including the United States, when providing

information in response to contract solicitations.  Specifically, for example, in the Past
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Performance Factor submission, dated October 6, 2003, in ATK’s response to solicitation

number DAAA09-03-R-0170, ATK stated, “During the past three years of continuous flare

production, ATK Thiokol has manufactured and delivered over 48,700 relevant and similar flares

and has not been required to conduct a first article test (FAT) because of the quality of the design

and the delivered end-product history.”  The Army then awarded ATK contract number W52P1J-

04-C-0002 and waived the FAT requirement on that contract based on ATK’s request.  Such

statements further served to place in the minds of potential customers the impression that the

FAT was not necessary because the flares were conforming to the specification, when in fact they

were not.

60. In ATK documents “Air Drop Training Manual For LUU-2C/B and LUU-19A/B

Flares,” dated August 19, 2004, section 5.0, Safety, provides “The LUU-2C/B and LUU-19 flares

are exceptionally safe to handle during storage, loading, and deployment operations.  The safety

features inherent in the flare design require two independent actions to ignite the flare: (a)

Actuation and ejection of the timer assembly from the flare case.  (b) Deployment of the

parachute (to align the igniter components to allow ignition). [. . .] The flare has been subject to

numerous safety tests, with the following results: No ignition or explosion occurred as a result of

a 40-foot drop test, conducted in accordance with Military Standard MIL-STD331 [sic].”  This

same information appeared in ATK document “Flare Air Drop Training Manual for LUU-2C/B

& LUU-19A/B Manufactured by ATK Thiokol Inc.,” dated January 10, 2006.  What these

documents do not, however, discuss is the real possibility that the flare will ignite by simply

dropping it, as Mr. Beus had foreseen and expressed to his supervisor, a representative of design

engineering, and the LUU Flare Program Manager.
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61. Further, ATK wrote to the United States Navy on July 7, 2005 during discussions

for the procurement of LUU-19A/B flares, that “the [igniter slider mechanism] assembly

physically cannot go into the “armed” position unless the parachute cable pulls the assembly into

the “armed” position.  This representation is made despite Mr. Beus’ concerns of a scenario that

the flare will ignite simply by being dropped.

The Government’s Discovery of the Student-Design Igniter Safety Defect

62. In 2005, the United States Navy considered procurement of the LUU-19A/B flares

for its own inventory for use with carrier based aircraft.  Before making the procurement,

however, the Navy required evidence that the flare design could safely withstand a 40 foot drop

test, pursuant to Mil-Std-2105C.  On or about March 21, 2005, the Navy acquired at least 12

LUU-19A/B flares with the student-designed igniter and drop tested them at the Naval Surface

Warfare Center, Crane, Indiana Division between March 21, 2005 and August 8, 2005.  

63. The Navy testing was conducted in accordance with Mil-Std-2105C paragraph

5.1.4, which required that testing be done in accordance with the North Atlantic Treaty

Organization (NATO) Standardization Agreement (STANAG) number 4375 (2d Ed., April 15,

2003).  STANAG 4375(8)(d) requires three separate drops from 12 meters (about 40 feet) at each

of three different impact orientations: (1) major axis vertical, nose down, (2) major axis vertical,

base down, and (3) major axis horizontal.  Additionally, STANAG 4375(8)(b) requires that “the

test item shall be in the most vulnerable drop configuration [. . .] which represents the worst case

situation [. . .]”  Applying this standard to the LUU-2 and LUU-19 flares with the student-

designed igniter means testing 9 flares: 3 with timer down, 3 with igniter down, and 3 horizontal

with parachute-to-igniter cable down and the igniter frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge up. 
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64. The Navy’s STANAG 4375 testing resulted in the first flare, dropped from 40 feet

with the timer down, igniting on impact.  Analysis of the igniter remains showed the frangible

polycarbonate retaining bridge had broken - without deployment of the parachute, the exact

design defect highlighted by Mr. Beus in his May 26, 2000 e-mail.  Additionally, flares 3, 6, and

9 were dropped horizontal from 40 feet and also ignited.  Flare 11, was dropped horizontally

from 30 feet and ignited.  Finally, flare 12 was dropped horizontally from 20 feet and ignited as

well.  

65. On or about August 29, 2005, Paul J. Ader, United States Navy, Naval Sea

Systems Command (“NAVSEA”) Air Launched Pyrotechnics Engineer, e-mailed to Program

Manager Elder, the results of the STANAG 4375 testing.  

66. In an October 17, 2005 e-mail, then LUU Program Manager Kendall Dye

requested that John Holland, ATK Engineering, perform an analysis of the forces applied to a

dropped flare with the student-designed igniter.  In an October 27, 2005 memorandum, ATK’s

Bradley K. Allred, Mechanical Engineer VI, ATK Loads and Dynamics, reported calculations of

the “Maximum Allowable Drop Height for the LUU Flare Ignition Device,” in ATK document

number DYN-CY05-179.  Mr. Allred reported that the student-designed igniter could result in a

fire or explosion of the flare in which the igniter was installed when dropped from as little as

11.6 inches.  Mr. Allred’s supervisor, D.B. Nielsen, concurred in his results.   Mr. Allred’s

memorandum represents the first time ATK conducted a drop height analysis of the LUU-2 and

LUU-19 flares with the student-designed igniter installed.

67. On or about November 9, 2005, ATK conducted its own drop tests of flares

manufactured with the student-designed ignitor to verify Mr. Allred’s maximum drop height
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analysis.  This is the first time ATK conducted actual drop tests of flares with the student-design

igniter other than the single flare referred to in paragraph number ___ above.  Of the five flares

tested that day, two were fully configured for delivery, and ignited when first dropped: one at ten

feet and another at only five.  The three remaining flares, with the igniter slider pull wire cut,

were dropped initially at 3, 4, and 5 feet and did not ignite.  Each of these three flares was then

dropped several more times at their respective initial drop heights until they ignited.  

68. Subsequently on November 11, 2005, ATK LUU Flare Program Manager,

Kendall Dye, first became aware of the May 26, 2000 Beus E-Mail when he discovered it in the

LUU program files and reported its contents to his supervisors, Robert Winter, Director, Flare

and Decoy Programs, and Richard A. Davidson, Director, Strategic and Commercial Programs. 

Mr. Davidson instructed Mr. Dye that his findings must be keep quiet to ensure that they did not

“bring down the whole ship.”

69. Beginning on November 16, 2005, ATK notified the United States and other

customers that two of the flares failed at five and ten feet on November 9, 2005 and that the

flares “may be more sensitive to impact in certain clocking orientations than provided for in the

specification.”  ATK did not disclose in its letters to the United States and its other customers

that this problem was the exact design safety concern Mr. Beus expressed in his May 26, 2000 E-

Mail to ATK’s LUU Flare Program Manager, ATK’s Hazards Test Manager, and a representative

from ATK’s Design Engineering.

70. Andrew Allen, ATK Science and Engineering, presented an analysis within ATK

of drop test predicted probabilities, dated November 29, 2005, in which that ATK calculations

reflected that a 10 foot drop of a LUU flare with the student-designed igniter installed, without
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constraining the orientation, has a 1 in 5, or 20% chance of ignition, and that the probability of

ignition when dropped horizontally from 10 feet at the worst case orientation, 0 degrees, is

approximately 9 in 10, or 90%.  Additionally, Mr. Allen’s presentation reflected that ATK

calculated a 90% probability of the frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge breaking following a

drop from 6 feet.  On or about December 13, 2005, ATK made a presentation to Layne Peterson,

Air Force Contract Engineer, Hill Air Force Base, of the status of the investigation into the

student-designed igniter.  The presentation slides do not reflect the disclosure of ATK’s

probabilities analysis Mr. Allen presented on November 29, 2005.  Information about Mr.

Allen’s analysis was first made available to Mr. Peterson via e-mail by LUU Program Manager

Kendall Dye.

71. Upon learning of the defect in the flares with the student-designed igniter, the Air

Force restricted use of already-delivered, but unused, flares placing them in Ammunition

Condition Code N–“Suitable for Emergency Combat Use”  and issued special instructions for7

those flares that were to be handled in combat.  The Army stopped use of the flares altogether,

placing them in Ammunition Condition Code H–“Unserviceable (Condemned).”    Finally, the8

Navy rejected the LUU-19A/B flares for carrier based aircraft because they were proven unsafe.  

72. On or about December 5, 2005, both the Army and the Air Force notified ATK

that they would not accept a total of approximately 6,085 already manufactured LUU-2C/B and

LUU-19A/B flares because they had the student-designed igniter installed, which did not meed
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the “ten foot drop requirement.”  

73. On or about December 20, 2005, Defense Contract Management Agency issued a

stop work order on Air Force contract FA813-04-C-0026 for the manufacture of additional LUU-

19A/B flares, and the Army issued a letter for a stop work order on Army contract W52P1J-04-

C-0002 for the manufacture of additional LUU-2C/B flares.  

74. On or about January 3, 2006 Alicia Batista-Rodreguez, Engineer, ATK

Engineering Tools and Analysis, reported in ATK document number TR016900, results of

testing of inert flares with the student-designed igniter in the 0 degree, worst case orientation. 

The results showed that ignition could result from a drop height as low as 3.75 feet, a 50%

probability of ignition occurred from a drop from 6.5 feet, a 30% probability of the “Safe &

Arm” frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge breaking from a drop from as low as 2.5 feet, and

a 50% probability of the “Safe & Arm” frangible polycarbonate retaining bridge breaking from a

drop from about 4.25 feet.

75. Notwithstanding that ATK advised its customers of the flares with the student-

designed igniter nonconformance at 5 feet and 10 feet drops, ATK continued its course of

deception by misleading its customers and significantly minimizing the severity of risk for

ignition and fire and injury to equipment and personnel from a dropped flare.  For instance, in a

January 9, 2006 letter to Salvador Sanchis, DM Aircraft Services, Inc., aimed at selling already

manufactured flares with the uncorrected student-designed igniter, Paul A. Wecker, ATK

Contracts Manager, advised of the Navy test failures, the ATK test failures at 5 feet and 10 feet,

and stated “It appears that ignition occurs when the drop impact triggers the igniter to specific to

a particular clocking orientation in the horizontal configuration. [. . .] Based on the foregoing, it
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appears the LUU-2C/B and LUU-19A/B flares may be more sensitive to impact in certain

clocking orientations than provided for in the specification.  ATK is conducting a thorough

investigation of this condition, and will notify you promptly of the results of that investigation

and any recommendations. [. . .] The flares offered by this proposal are from existing inventory

and do not pass the drop test in certain orientations as described above.” (Emphasis added)  What

Contract Manager Wecker’s letter does not disclose is that ATK had already concluded that the

flares could fail at less that the 5 and 10 feet heights initially disclosed and that they definitely

were, without a doubt, more sensitive to impact as Ms. Batista-Rodreguez’s analysis disclosed.

76. On or about February 9, 2006, ATK employee W.G. Houser initiated ATK

Discrepancy Report number 511839, reporting an engineering discrepancy detected by

inspection, of 196 LUU-2C/B flares, part number 778695-50, pursuant to reference document

“778695F PARA 3.2.4.2 (TEN FOOT DROP TEST).”  The Discrepancy Report description

provided:

SHOULD BE:
AN UNPROTECTED FLARE SHALL NOT BURN OR
EXPLODE AND SHALL BE SAFE TO HANDLE AND
DISPOSE OF FOLLOWING THE FORTY FOOT DROP TEST
OF PARAGRAPH 4.5.2.
(NOTE: SPECIFICATION ERROR IN WORDING; SHOULD BE
TEN FOOT DROP TEST NOT FORTY FOOT)

CONDITION IS:
UNABLE TO VERIFY THE CURRENT CONFIGURATION OF
THE LUU-2C/B FLARE MET THE FIRST ARTICLE
REQUIREMENTS OF THE TEN FOOT DROP TEST AS
SPECIFIED IN PARAGRAPH 3.2.4.2 AND 4.5.2.

NOTE: THESE 196 FLARES ARE SPLIT FROM DR# 511371
AND ARE FOR “COMMERCIAL SALES ONLY”

The Discrepancy Report disposition, was approved by Stan L. Salvesen, ATK Engineering, and
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Jeffrey B. Schneider, ATK Quality, and released by Clair D. Neal, provided:

USE AS IS:
[Non-U.S.] CUSTOMER HAS BEEN INFORMED OF THE
DEFECIENCY [sic] AS STATED ABOVE.  THEY HAVE
RESPONDED THAT THEY ARE OK WITH THESE
DEFICIENCIES AND HAVE REQUESTED THAT WE SHIP
THESE FLARES.  REFERENCE TR017131.

77. On or about February 9, 2006, ATK initiated Discrepancy Report number 511838,

for 600 LUU-19 flares for the same reasons as those in Deficiency Report number 511839

addressing the LUU-2 flares.

78. The results of the Navy testing prompted ATK to conduct another igniter redesign

effort and a top down evaluation of all flare specification requirements, resulting in a technically

simple and inexpensive safety modification that was easily incorporated into the existing student-

designed igniter.  The modification led, in March 2006, to an update to the flares’ nomenclature

to the LUU-2D/B (NSN 1370-01-537-9031) and the LUU-19B/B (NSN 1370-01-537-9304) on

March 8, 2006 respectively.  

ATK’s CONTRACTS WITH THE UNITED STATES FOR LUU-2 AND 
LUU-19 FLARES WITH THE STUDENT-DESIGNED IGNITER

79. The United States contracted with ATK for the purchase of LUU-2B/B, LUU-

2C/B, LUU-19/B, and LUU-19A/B flares with the student-designed igniter, for the benefit of

agencies of the United States and of foreign governments through the Foreign Military Sales

(FMS) program of the Arms Control Export Act (P.L. 90-269), to countries such as Chile,

Greece, Bahrain, Spain, and Columbia.  Agencies of the United States which have contracted

with ATK for LUU-2B/B, LUU-2C/B, LUU-19/B, and LUU-19A/B flares with the student-

designed igniter include, but are not limited to, the Department of the Air Force, the Department
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of the Army, and the Department of the Navy.

80. Many of the United States’ contracts with ATK for the LUU-2B/B, LUU-2C/B,

LUU-19/B, and LUU-19A/B flares incorporated the 778695 and TS10285 flare specifications

respectively as a requirement.

81. For example, for the LUU-2B/B and LUU-2C/B flares, ATK entered into Army

contract DAAA09-00-C-0083 on or about August 30, 2000.  Modification P00004 to contract

number DAAA09-00-C-0083 changes the deliverable part number for CLIN 0001AB through

CLIN 0001AJ to the 8240946-30 “Flare Kit Aircraft Parachute LUU-2B/B,” NSN 1370-01-483-

2406.  The drawing for part number 8240946-30 has a parts list that calls out “Flare 778695-10.” 

The drawing for part number 778695-10 at Note 2 provides “Flare (live and inert) shall be per

specification No. 778695, Flare, Aircraft, Parachute, LUU-2B/B.”  Modification P00004 also,

among other things, incorporated Engineering Change Proposal (ECP) LUUTFY00022, “Re-

designed Ignition Assembly Incorporation,” dated on or about January 15, 2001, into contract

number DAAA09-00-C-0083.  The purpose of ECP LUUTFY00022 is to incorporate the

student-designed igniter into the Government drawings for part number 778695 on “contract

DAAA09-00-C0083 and subsequent.”  

82. On or about May 30, 2001, ATK shipped 48 LUU-2C/B flares, ATK part number

8240946-30, NSN 1370-01-483-2406, to the Army on contract number DAAA09-00-C-0083

with DD form 250.  ATK provided an accompanying Certificate of Conformance, which

provided: “This document certifies the conformance of the listed products to engineering and

specifications, listed, to the best of my knowledge and belief.”  

83. For the LUU-19/B flare, ATK entered into contract F42630-99-C-0287 on or
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about September 30, 1999.  CLIN 0001 provides for the delivery of LUU-19/B flares, NSN

1370-01-436-7029, part number TD101089.  The drawing for part number TD101089 at Note 2

provides, “Flare shall be IAW specification TS10285.”  Modification P00001 to contract number

F42630-99-C-0287, dated May 18, 2000, reflected that the 100 LUU-19/B flares delivered under

CLIN 0001AA and CLIN 0001AB were to be manufactured with the student-designed igniter,

then designated as ATK part number TD102701-01.  No ECP is required to change the drawings

for part number TD101089 because it is an ATK drawing.  

84. Each of ATK’s claims for payment to the United States arising from delivery of

flares with the student-designed igniter occurring after at least May 26, 2000 is false, because the

flares as delivered did not comply with the requirements of the contracts.  The number and nature

of these contracts and corresponding claims for payment are presented below.

85. On or about September 28, 2001, the Air Force awarded ATK (then the ATK

Thiokol Propulsion, Inc. of Cordant Technologies, Inc.) contract number F42630-01-C-0334 for

the supply of LUU-19A/B flares, ATK part number TD101089-01, NSN 1370-01-481-7437,

manufactured in accordance with ATK specification TS10285B.  

86. Contract number F42630-01-C-0334 required ATK to provide 3,968 LUU-19A/B

flares, ATK part number TD101089-01, under CLIN 0001AA, and 860 of the same under CLIN

0001AB.  See Exhibit 1.

87. On or about November 20, 2001, ATK presented to an officer or employee of the

United States invoice number FJ101-01 in the amount of $191,108.00, for progress payment on

contract number F42630-01-C-0334.  On or about January 24, 2002, the Defense Finance and

Accounting Service (“DFAS”) paid ATK $191,108.00 by electronic funds transfer for invoice
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number FJ101-01, from funds from the United States Treasury.  See Exhibit 2.  

88. ATK presented to an officer or employee of the United States similar invoices

with claims for progress payments on contract number F42630-01-C-0334, on or about the dates

shown, and DFAS paid each of those claims on or about the dates shown from funds from the

United States Treasury, as follows:  See Exhibit 3.  

(a) Invoice Date Invoice Number Amount Claimed / Paid DFAS Payment Date

1 01/28/02 FJ101-02 $174,623.00 02/15/02

2 03/26/02 FJ101-03 $674,810.00 04/08/02

3 05/23/02 FJ101-04 $797,358.00 06/19/02

4 07/16/02 FJ101-05 $144,924.00 08/12/02

5 09/11/02 FJ101-06 $744,567.00 10/04/02

89. On or about October 31, 2002 ATK delivered to the United States 3,968 LUU-

19A/B flares, ATK part number TD101089-01, NSN 1370-01-481-7437, pursuant to CLIN

0001AA, and 860 of the same pursuant to CLIN 0001AB.  See Exhibit 4.  

90. On or about December 4, 2002, ATK presented to an officer or employee of the

United States invoice number FJ101-0007 for the delivery of 4,728 LUU-19 flares, CLIN

0001AA and CLIN 0001AB, on contract number F42630-01-C-0334, for $2,631,690.  See

Exhibit 5.  

91. On or about December 11, 2002, DFAS paid ATK $2,631,690 by electronic funds

transfer for invoice number FJ101-0007, from funds from the United States’ Treasury.  See

Exhibit 6.  

92. ATK entered into similar contracts, or modified existing contracts, with the Air

Force for the procurement of LUU-19/B flares, NSN 1370-01-436-7029, and LUU-19A/B flares,

NSN 1370-01-0481-7437, ATK part number TD10189-01, and with the Army for the
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procurement of LUU-2B/B flares, NSN 1370-01-083-0323, and LUU-2C/B flares, NSN 1370-

483-2406, ATK part number 778695, which ATK delivered with the student-designed igniter

installed, including, but not limited to, the following details as indicated (“Invoice Event” reflects

either a request for progress payment or submission of a claim for payment at the time of delivery

of the number and type of flares listed.): 

a. See Exhibit 7(a).  

Air Force Contract Number FA8213-04-C-0026.  Entered into on or about March 2, 2004.

Then ATK Thiokol Propulsion, Inc. of ATK Aerospace Company, Inc.

(a) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 05/28/04 K8101-01 Progress Payment 07/08/04 $406,684.00

2 06/23/04 K8101-02 Progress Payment 09/15/04 $245,705.00

3 07/21/04 K8101-03 Progress Payment 10/19/04 $807,877.00

4 09/16/04 K8101-04 Progress Payment 12/06/04 $2,830,983.00

5 10/26/04 K8101-05 Progress Payment 12/09/04 $1,804,359.00

6 11/17/04 K8101-0007 5,000 LUU-19A/B 12/10/04 $870,000.00

7 12/22/04 K8101-06 Progress Payment 01/24/05 $2,230,325.00

8 01/20/05 K8101-08 Progress Payment 02/23/05 $3,160,235.00

9 02/15/05 K8101-0009 5,000 LUU-19A/B 03/10/05 $870,000.00

10 02/18/05 K8101-10 Progress Payment 03/23/05 $701,032.00

11 04/25/05 K8101-11 Progress Payment 05/26/05 $2,998,677.00

12 05/19/05 K8101-12 Progress Payment 07/06/05 $1,232,423.00

13 06/07/05 K8101-13 Progress Payment 08/02/05 $519,715.00

14 08/09/05 K8101-0015 2,239 LUU-19A/B 08/17/05 $419,736.379

15 08/09/05 K8101-0016 2,587 LUU-19A/B 08/17/05 $450,138.00

16 07/07/05 K8101-14 Progress Payment 08/22/05 $2,061,448.00

17 10/18/05 K8101-0019 5,000 LUU-19A/B 10/26/05 $870,000.00

18 08/10/05 K8101-17 Progress Payment 10/26/05 $2,214,613.00

19 10/24/05 K8101-0021 2,606 LUU-19A/B 10/31/05 $453,444.00
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20 10/24/05 K8101-0022 2,394 LUU-19A/B 11/02/05 $416,556.00

21 09/07/05 K8101-18 Progress Payment 11/03/05 $1,222,039.00

22 10/11/05 K8101-20 Progress Payment 12/12/05 $513,260.00

23 12/05/05 K8101-23 5,000 LUU-19A/B 12/14/05 $870,000.00

24 11/30/05 N/A Progress Payment 12/28/05 1,538,249.00

25 01/24/06 N/A Progress Payment 03/08/06 $2,158,360.00

b. See Exhibit 7(b).  

Air Force Contract Number F42630-02-C-0359.  Entered into on or about September 26, 2002.

Then ATK Thiokol Propulsion of Division of ATK Aerospace Company, Inc.

(b) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 01/15/03 F8101-01 Progress Payment 02/03/03 $751,950.00

2 03/21/03 F8101-02 Progress Payment 04/14/03 $610,832.00

3 04/30/03 F8101-03 Progress Payment 05/23/03 $2,283,648.00

4 05/20/03 F8101-04 Progress Payment 06/10/03 $673,957.00

5 06/18/03 F8101-05 Progress Payment 07/14/03 $913,736.00

6 07/24/03 F8101-06 Progress Payment 08/18/03 $791,488.00

7 08/29/03 F8101-07 Progress Payment 09/22/03 $1,566,910.00

8 10/01/03 F8101-0009 3,888 LUU-19A/B 10/18/03 $839,808.00

9 09/18/03 F8101-08 Progress Payment 10/22/03 $1,040,681.00

10 10/01/03 F8101-0010 3,096 LUU-19A/B 10/22/03 $668,736.00

11 10/01/03 F8101-0011 824 LUU-19A/B 11/13/03 $177,984.00

12 10/15/03 F8101-12 Progress Payment 12/01/03 $550,634.00

13 11/20/03 F8101-13 Progress Payment 12/17/03 $890,411.00

14 01/27/04 F8101-0016 3,060 LUU-19A/B 03/11/04 $662,184.00

15 01/14/04 F8101-15 Progress Payment 03/10/04 $228,094.00

16 02/04/04 F8101-0017 3,060 LUU-19A/B 03/02/04 $2,050,012.00

17 12/17/03 F8101-14 Progress Payment 01/07/04 $353,415.00

18 02/20/04 F8101-18 Progress Payment 04/12/04 $610,542.00

19 05/21/04 F8101-0019 3,120 LUU-19A/B 08/04/04 $2,765,298.00
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c. See Exhibit 7(c).  

Air Force Contract Number F42630-01-C-0329.  Entered into on or about September 28, 2001.

Then Thiokol Propulsion Division of Cordant Technologies, Inc.

(c) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 01/28/02 FX101-01 Progress Payment 02/25/02 $40,637.00

2 05/30/02 FX101-02 Progress Payment 06/19/02 $158,006.00

3 07/16/02 FX101-03 Progress Payment 08/08/02 $14,903.00

4 09/11/02 FX101-04 Progress Payment 09/30/02 $75,157.00

5 12/04/02 FX101-0005 536 LUU-19A/B 12/27/02 $306,257.00

d. See Exhibit 7(d). 

Army Contract Number DAAA09-00-C-0083.  Entered into on or about August 30, 2000.

Then Thiokol Propulsion Division of Cordant Technologies, Inc.

(d) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 06/06/01 9M204-01 423 LUU-2C/B 06/29/01 $304,560.00

2 06/06/01 9M204-02 1,268 LUU-2C/B 06/21/01 $912,960.00

3 06/06/01 9M204-03 965 LUU-2C/B 06/21/01 $694,800.00

4 06/06/01 9M204-04 3,057 LUU-2C/B 06/29/01 $2,201,040.00

5 06/18/01 9M204-05 48 LUU-2C/B 07/21/01 $34,560.00

6 11/20/00 FV101-01 Progress Payment 01/17/02 $124,400.00

7 01/03/02 FV101-02 Progress Payment 01/03/02 $170,357.00

8 01/28/02 FV101-03 Progress Payment 02/14/02 $291,503.00

9 03/26/02 FV101-04 Progress Payment 04/05/02 $896,004.00

10 05/29/02 FV101-05 Progress Payment 06/18/02 $653,657.00

11 08/20/02 FV101-0006 6,696 LUU-2C/B 10/04/02 $2,685,199.00

e. See Exhibit 7(e).  

Army Contract Number W52P1J-04-C-0002.  Entered into on or about October 24, 2003.

Then ATK Thiokol Propulsion, Inc. of ATK Aerospace Company, Inc.

(e) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 01/24/04 HV101-01 Progress Payment 02/11/04 $1,256,893.00

2 N/A N/A Progress Payment N/A $349,034.00

3 03/18/04 HV101-03 Progress Payment 04/12/04 $589,802.00

4 05/28/04 HV101-04 Progress Payment 06/22/04 $1,772,852.00

5 07/21/04 HV101-04 Progress Payment 10/08/04 $177,523.00

6 09/30/04 HV101-06 Progress Payment 11/24/04 $2,081,266.00
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(e) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

As discussed above, flares under this contract had the student-designed igniter,10

notwithstanding the LUU-19/B (or LUU-19) nomenclature and 1370-01-436-7029 NSN.
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7 10/27/04 HV101-07 Progress Payment 02/11/05 $190,828.00

8 02/23/05 HV101-08 Progress Payment 04/14/05 $1,765,878.00

9 04/25/07 HV101-14 1,504 LUU-2C/B 05/06/05 $215,673.60

10 04/25/05 HV101-09 951 LUU-2C/B 05/20/05 $136,373.40

11 04/29/05 HV101-10 500 LUU-2C/B 05/20/05 $71,700.00

12 04/02/05 HV101-11 3,549 LUU-2C/B 05/20/05 $508,926.60

13 04/25/05 HV101-12 3,251 LUU-2C/B 05/20/05 $466,193.40

14 04/27/05 HV101-15 Progress Payment 08/04/05 $2,700,909.00

15 07/25/05 HV101-13 72 LUU-2C/B 08/09/05 $10,324.80

16 05/19/05 HV101-16 Progress Payment 08/15/05 $343,623.00

17 08/03/00 HV101-19 9,026 LUU-2C/B 08/19/05 $1,326,822.00

18 06/07/05 HV101-17 Progress Payment 09/14/05 $340,510.00

19 07/07/05 HV101-18 Progress Payment 09/16/05 $404,160.00

20 08/03/05 HV101-20 42 LUU-2C/B 10/28/05 $4,998.00

21 11/08/05 HV101-24 5,000 LUU-2C/B 11/16/05 $2,575,769.20

22 08/10/05 HV101-21 Progress Payment 11/23/05 $585,779.00

23 09/07/05 HV101-22 Progress Payment 12/02/05 $129,685.00

24 10/11/05 HV101-23 Progress Payment 12/07/05 $1,097,302.00

f. See Exhibit 7(f).  

Air Force Contract Number F42630-99-C-0287 . Entered into on or about September 28, 199910

Then Thiokol Corporation, Thiokol Propulsion Group 

(f) Invoice Date Invoice No. Invoice Event Payment Date Amount Claimed / Paid

1 05/15/01 9M107-04 3,036 LUU-19/B 06/07/01 $3,209,052.00

2 11/20/01 9M107-06 100 LUU-19/B 11/28/01 $317,550.00

 ATK’s FALSE REPRESENTATIONS AND CERTIFICATIONS

93. ATK certified that it complied with contractual requirements when presenting

claims for payment to the United States.
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94. Contrary to ATK’s certifications, the flares delivered to United States did not

comply with contractual requirements in that they were configured with the student-designed

igniter which was not designed to withstand a “ten foot drop test” as specified in Section 4 of

LUU-19 flare specification TS10285, and LUU-2 flare specification 778695.  

95. Throughout the period of May 26, 2000 and beyond, ATK made material false 

representations to the Government that the flares complied with specifications TS10285 and

778695 and other contractual requirements.  ATK also misled officials of the United States into

believing that the flares complied with specifications TS10285 and 778695.  

96. From on or about May 26, 2000 forward, ATK knew, or should have known that

the flares with the student-designed igniter installed did not conform to specifications requiring

them to be designed to withstand a 10 foot drop test, and did not inform the Government of this

fact until after advised of the Navy NNMSB test results in 2005.  

97. In reliance on the above-described representations and the false certifications and

claims for payment submitted by ATK to an officer or employee of the United States, the

Government paid ATK with funds contained in the United States’ Treasury.

COUNT I

(False Claims Act Violations, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1))

98. The United States incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 97 as if

fully set forth herein.

99. As set forth above, ATK knowingly presented, or caused to be presented, to

officers or employees of the United States Government false claims for payment for flares which

did not meet contract requirements contained in the contracts between the United States and
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ATK in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(1).

100. As a result of ATK’s submission of false claims, the Government suffered actual

damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT II

(False Claims Act Violations, 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(2))

101. The United States incorporates the allegations of paragraphs 1 through 100 as if

fully set forth herein.

102. As set forth above, ATK knowingly made, used, or caused to be made or used,

false records or statements regarding its compliance with contract requirements and

specifications concerning manufacture and delivery of flares purportedly manufactured in

accordance with Section 3 Requirements of specifications TS10289 and 778695 in order to

obtain payment by the Government of false claims, in violation of 31 U.S.C. § 3729(a)(2).

103. As a result of the ATK’s submission of false records or statements to get a claim

paid by the United States, the Government suffered actual damages in an amount to be proven at

trial.

COUNT III

(Payment by Mistake)

104. The United States incorporates by reference herein the allegations made above in

paragraphs 1 through 103, inclusive.

105. ATK caused the United States to make payment in the mistaken belief that all

contract requirements and specifications concerning manufacture and delivery of flares had been

met when, in fact, they had not been met.  In such a circumstance, payment was by mistake and
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was not authorized.

106. As a result of that unauthorized payment, the United States has suffered actual

damages in an amount to be proven at trial.

COUNT IV

(Unjust Enrichment)

107. Plaintiff incorporates by reference herein the allegations made above in

paragraphs 1 through 106, inclusive.

108. ATK has been unjustly enriched by ATK’s sale to the United States of flares

which did not conform to contract requirements.  

109. In equity and good conscience, ATK should not retain payments for

nonconforming flares, and they should be returned to the United States.

COUNT V

(Breach of Contract)

110. Plaintiff incorporates by reference herein the allegations made above in

paragraphs 1 through 109 inclusive.

111. By virtue of the acts set forth above, ATK breached contracts with the United

States by its failure to deliver flares which conformed to contract requirements, and 

112. ATK’s breaches of its contracts with the United States are material.

113. As a result of ATK's breach of contract, the United States has suffered damages,

including consequential damages, in an amount to be proven at trial.

PRAYER

WHEREFORE, the United States prays for judgment against ATK, as follows:
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114. Under Counts I - II, a sum equal to three times the amount of the damages the

United States has sustained, plus such civil penalties as are allowable by law; or

115. In the alternative, under Count III, a sum equal to the amount which the United

States paid by mistake, plus interest and costs; or

116. In the alternative, under Count IV, a sum equal to the amount by which ATK was

unjustly enriched, plus interest and costs; or 

117. In the alternative, under Count V, a sum equal to the damages suffered by the

United States, including consequential damages, plus interest and costs; and, 

118. Such other relief as this Court may deem just and proper, together with interest

and costs, of this action.

Respectfully submitted,

PETER D. KEISLER
Assistant Attorney General

BRETT L. TOLMAN  
United States Attorney

_/S/ Eric A. Overby____________
ERIC A. OVERBY
Assistant United States Attorney

_/S/ Paul J. Wogaman__________
JOYCE R. BRANDA
PATRICIA R. DAVIS
PAUL J. WOGAMAN
ALLISON CENDALI

ATTORNEYS FOR THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

November 2, 2007
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 2th day of November, 2007, the following parties were served
by ECF:

Matthew R. Howell, Esq.
Fillmore Spencer, L.L.C.
8 East Broadway, Suite 600
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Eric R. Havian, Esq.
Claire M. Sylvia, Esq.
Phillips and Cohen, L.L.P.
131 Stewart Street, Suite 501
San Francisco, California 94105

 /S/ Paul J. Wogaman     
Paul J. Wogaman
Trial Attorney
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